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when a mysterious figure starts to target state
alchemists for their sins against god, alchemist edward
elric and his brother alphonse are at their most
vulnerable, meanwhile the homunculi begin to unveil
themselves once again. fullmetal alchemist
brotherhood will be directed by the legendary yasuhiro
irie, author of the original fullmetal alchemist anime.
the series will be based on hiromu arakawa's popular
manga series of the same name. irie had been on a
hiatus from all anime production since 2003, since
leaving gainax after directing the first two seasons of
the highly popular neon genesis evangelion. however,
gainax was re-formed in 2008 and irie returned to
direct the first full season of fullmetal alchemist
brotherhood. the series will be produced by bones,
who produced the original fullmetal alchemist anime.
hiroshi nogizaka, who wrote the original manga, will
also be writing the screenplay for the english version.
as of now, the english version has not been
announced. the series will be an adaptation of hiromu
arakawa's popular manga series fullmetal alchemist.
the story will be set in the fictional city of amestris,
where the alchemists, a group of individuals who
perform alchemy, are feared and respected. the first
two seasons of the original anime series were directed
by the veteran anime director yoshiyuki tomino, who
had previously worked at gainax. however, his
departure from the industry proved to be very difficult
for tomino. tomino had been known for his unique
style, in which he would put the character into a
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stylized setting while focusing on their actions, as
opposed to an "action setting.". tomino's departure
proved to be very difficult for the development of the
series. as a result, it was announced that the series
would be created by a new director, yasuhiro irie, who
had previously been working in the japanese
animation industry at sunrise. however, irie was also a
very highly sought after director for anime. irie had
first gained fame in the anime industry in 1998, when
he directed the original anime series neon genesis
evangelion. irie had gone on to direct the highly
acclaimed movies death note, eden of the east, and
perfect blue, as well as the popular 009-1 and ghost in
the shell anime adaptations. in 2003, tomino also left
gainax, leaving a power vacuum behind him at the
company. irie used this opportunity to gain control
over the production of the first fullmetal alchemist
anime. irie also gained the backing of producer gen
fukunaga, who was very involved in the original
production of the anime. while tomino had been the
director of the original anime, he was not credited for
the screenplay. as a result, it was announced that the
screenplay for the english adaptation would be written
by the original manga's writer, hiroshi nogi. irie and
fukunaga also decided to re-write the entire script and
re-work all the scenes to the sound of the tomino's
original version. while tomino had come off as a very
charismatic character, it was revealed that he was
actually very introverted and did not like public
speaking. this was why he had chosen to direct the
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series rather than act as a storyboard artist. the first
season of the anime was very successful and tomino's
decision to depart from gainax proved to be very
beneficial for the future of the franchise. after the first
season of fullmetal alchemist brotherhood aired,
fukunaga announced that he would be starting his own
studio, bones, in order to produce more anime series.
this gave irie the chance to direct the second season
of the series. the second season of fullmetal alchemist
brotherhood proved to be a successful one as well,
and gained a large number of fans.
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